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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
In this study, patients were categorized based on baseline nutritional risk index (GNRI)

values calculated from ALB level and body weight to assess their nutritional status and

were analyzed. The conclusion“A high GNRI, was associated with a lower HbA1c,

higher BMD at all bone sites, higher lean mass index and higher ASMI” is somewhat

innovative. But because this study was retrospective and the GNRI calculation was

related to body weight and ALB level, how the ideal weight is known is not mentioned.

When making model adjustments, the indicators are related to body weight and albumin

level, whether it is necessary to consider the problem of collinearity between model

indicators. In addition, patients' weight and albumin levels may vary dynamically, and

there may be differences among the three groups depending on the patient's medication

use, whether or not they have an impact on the patient's index levels, it is recommended

that patients be matched before analysis. In addition, the authors noted that the patient's

age span was large and no single sex-and-age analysis was performed, suggesting that

the analysis be performed after patient matching. Information on medication and

lifestyle was seen in the results section, and it was recommended that specific
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questionnaires be added to the supplementary material or that information be described

in the methodology.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Dear authors I was pleased to review your article and I have the following comments:

Nutrition is mandatory to a healthly life and prevention. Your study is very important

and should be publish. Please explain the limitation of your study.English edits are

required.
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